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Outline
Open data holds considerable economic and social value beyond the walls of the governments and
institutions that share their data. In response to the economic opportunities presented by the
increasing availability of open data, a business model needs to be developed by any open
data-driven organisation (at all levels). This will describe how value is created and captured through
the decisions made and the resulting consequences.

Links to the Revised PSI Directive

Organisation, Reuse, Charging

Challenge

There are still many open data-driven organisations, especially at midstream and downstream levels,
that are struggling to comprehend how to generate revenue and survive by adapting to the changes
brought on by the ubiquitous growth of open data and 'Big Data.' In addition, open data-driven
organisations have difficulty distinguishing different business models and understanding which one
suits their organisational goal.

Solution
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To exploit the value of open data, to maximise the benefits, and to enable the creation of innovative
products and services, data-driven organisations should develop and implement a business model
before starting their business. This is required to ensure that the products and services generate
necessary value proposition and meet the needs of the customers/users and eventually generate
substantial revenue. The 6-Values Open Data Business Model Framework ensures that managers
are taking into an account all aspects of an effective and efficient business model and understand the
effect of the different aspects on each other.

Why is this a Best Practice?

On the one hand, many open data-driven organisations, specifically at upstream level, have
successfully designed, developed and implemented their business model but they need to understand
the demand side (from mid and downstream organisations) in order to serve them better. On the
other hand, midstream and downstream organisations are facing difficulties in developing a business
model that allows them to better understand that demand. This best practice helps all types of
organisations to overcome the challenges of developing a business model that is effective in
identifying what is going on in the open data industry and what more needs to be done to support
and feed both demand and supply side. Moreover, developing and implementing an effective and
efficient business model can lead to customers/users' satisfaction, emerging innovative products and
services, revenue generation and survivability of the organisation and eventually can lead to
maximising the economic value of open data.

How do I implement this Best Practice?
In order to be able to start designing and developing this best practice, an organisation needs the
following:

Team up and have required expertise (preferably people with both open data and business
development knowledge).
Patience and courage in searching and sensing the market, existing open data products and
services, potential collaborators, and existing competitors.
Define market niche.
Open data value discipline/s must be identified before developing the business model.

Open data value disciplines help organisations to focus on delivering superior customer value.
Products or services must meet one or multiple value disciplines. There are four Open Data Value
Disciplines:

Usefulness - tailors value proposition to directly support the needs of consumers in one way or
another.

1.

Process Improvement - tailors value proposition to match to the needs of the customer
specifically for improving processes.

2.

Performance - tailors value proposition for a better performance.3.
Customer Loyalty - tailors value proposition to target customer loyalty.4.

Further reading
Emerging Business Models for the Open Data Industry: Characterization and Analysis (PDF);
Fatemeh Ahmadi Zeleti, Adegboyega Ojo, Edward Curry; 2014, INSIGHT Centre for Data Analytics

http://thegovlab.org/exploring-the-economic-value-of-open-government-data/
http://www.edwardcurry.org/publications/dgo2014


Where has this best practice been implemented?

Country Implementation Contact Point
Ireland The Marine Institute
USA Open Data Impact Map
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Lisbon Workshop Session: Open Data Business Model Generation (PDF) Fatemeh Ahmadi
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Alexopoulos, Yannis Charalabidis, University of the Aegean
Krems Workshop Talk: Business models for Linked Open Government Data: what lies
beneath?  (PDF) Nicolas Hazard; PwC
Krems Workshop Paper: Linked Data Business Cube – Modelling Semantic Web business
models (PDF) Tassilo Pellegrini; FH St. Pölten, Christian Dirschl & Katja Eck; Wolters
Kluwer
Fatemeh Ahmadi Zeleti, Adegboyega Ojo, Edward Curry (2014): Emerging Business Models
for the Open Data Industry: Characterization and Analysis (PDF)
Open Data Institute guidance: How to make a business case for open data
Open Data Institute research: Open data means business
Open Data Institute white paper: Open enterprise: how three big businesses create value with
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Local Guidance
This Best Practice is cited by, or is consistent with, the advice given within the following guides:

(CzechRepublic) Standardy publikace a katalogizace otevřených dat veřejné správy ČR Open
Data Standards
(Finland) Avoimen Datan Opas Open Data Guide
(Greece) Εφαρμογή των διατάξεων του Κεφαλαίου Α’ του ν. 4305/2014 (ΦΕΚ 237/Α΄ ) 
Guidelines on the implementation of open data policy and l. 4305/2014
(International) Using Open Public Sector Information 
(International) Open Data Handbook, Solutions Bank 
(Ireland) Guide for publishers 
(Lithuania) Viešojo Sektoriaus Informacijos platinimo gerosios praktikos Best Practices for
Sharing Public Sector Information
(Serbia) Open Data Handbook 
(Slovenia) Priročnik za odpiranje podatkov javnega sektorja Manual for the opening of public
sector information
(UK) Open Data Resource Pack 
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Related Best Practices
Establish an Open Data Ecosystem
Support Open Data Start-Ups

Issue Tracker
Any matters arising from this BP, including implementation experience, lessons learnt, places where
it has been implemented or guides that cite this BP can be recorded and discussed on the project's 
GitHub repository

https://www.w3.org/2013/share-psi/bp/eode/
https://www.w3.org/2013/share-psi/bp/su/
https://github.com/w3c/share-psi/issues/45

